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Playing out of the Back
The roles of #1 (GK) #2, #3, #4 & #5 (Back 4) + #6 & #8 (Holding Central Midfielders) within a 4-2-3-1 formation.

Time available
90 Minutes

NOTES
Technical Warm Up (inc SAQ, Stretches, Passing & Receiving)
SSG - 5 (GK + CB's + FB's) v 2
GK + 2 players centrally with 2 players on either side. The outside players will move to support
when the ball is on either end. Number of defenders can be adapted for challenge (3-4 in middle).
Click to insert session diagram

Coaching Points
- Ball to be played on ground as much as possible (avoid 50/50 aerial balls).
- Central Backs to position themselves 'staggered' to each other (angles & distance). Player on the
ball should be in front of supporting player.
- Full Backs should look to take a touch forward before quick turn to play back.
- GK to provide specific instructions to Center Backs and be an outlet if ball cannot go forward.
GK + Back 4 v 4
Back 4 attempt to work the ball quickly to create gaps to play split passes through.
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Progressions
- Introduce #6 to play in central area and link play
- 1 defender can leave central area to press
Coaching Points
- Sharpness to passing to penetrate line of pressure
- Patience and composure to ensure ball movement
- Decision making as to correct moment to go forward. Do not force.

GK + Back 4 + 2 Holding Mids v 5 (1-4-2 v 4-1)
Blue team (Back 4 + 2 Holding Mids) attempt to dribble or pass across halfway line. Change
starting position of ball (GK hands, goal kick, throw ins).
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Coaching Points
- Shape to play out with #2 & #3 to be slightly higher than #4 & #5.
- Use of GK (#1) as an outlet. Play to favored foot. Option of playing out or long.
- #6 or #8 to find position to receive ball. May be in front or behind opponent. Check out of space
for other to come in when needed. Open body position to play forward.
- Identify when opposition have overloaded one side of field and attempt to switch to opposite
full back. Isolate opponents to play combination around them (diagram)
9 (inc GK) v 7 (1-4-3-1 v 2-4-1)
3/4's of Full Size Field
Scenario based training against high and low pressure opponents.
Pugg goals represent wide midfielders/forwards for blue team.
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Coaching Points
- If high pressure must play quickly to break lines. If necessary play long - do not overplay or get
caught in possession in high risk areas.
- If low pressure show patience. Use of short - medium balls still as opposed to long or lofted (can
be more easily intercepted).
- Midfield can be bypassed to go straight into #9. #10 to be close for quick interplay.
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